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Nice Things That Happen to People Who 
Publish In Cabbages & Kings 

Scott Cole Second Place in the Columbia Scholastic 
Press Assocaition Gold Circle Awards Fiction 
Division for his short story ''Replacement 
Parts." 

Winner of the 1986-8 7 Ron Langlois Fiction 
Award contest for his short stories '' Replace
ment Parts" and "The Sabotaged Castle." 

Phyllis Dreywood Received Honorable Mention in the 1986-8 7 
MCC Frank Rice Writing Competition. 

Jon Hockenbury Won the 1985-86 MCC Frank Rice Writing 
Competition. 

Charles Irving Received Honorable Mention in the 
Columbia Scholastic Press Association Gold 
Circle Awards Poetry Division with his poem 
"Your Brother's Christmas Card." 

Sam Lovetro Won Second Place in the Columbia 
Scholastic Press Association Gold Circle 
Awards Cartoon Division for his illustration 
"Baby On Board." 

Bill VanNess Won the 1986-8 7 MCC Frank Rice Writing 
Competition. 
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Sexual Salvation 

Shimmering through darkness, crackling through space, 
Great Goddess Goodsex flashes her face 
Across the watery air of this planet Earth 
To bring us the manna of sexual rebirth . 
Transcendentally coiffed, omnipresent with smile, 
She enters our bedrooms to speak for the while 
A rousing crescendo to the sexually oppressed, 
To the poor wrinkled penis, the sad sagging breast: 
For Orgasm is holiness, however attained, 
A gift and a blessing from her heavenly reign . 

Beside her a chamberlain, safe guardian of beds, 
With eye-batting fury, in fear and in dread, 
Awed by each prophecy, each word that is said, 
Fondles a telephone still nodding his head: 
It 's Poor Jack from Chicago, alone and erect, 
How can he cope? What can he expect? 
She titters, she twinkles, she raises her arm, 
Her thumb and forefinger join in a charm 
Of oval significance, hieratical, warm: 
Poor Jack is redeemed, is saved from his harm. 

Smitten with insight, thanks trembling his lips, 
Jack closes his hand to a fist for her hips 
And pummels the darkness sprawled on his bed 
As Goodsex keeps talking, mere noise in his head: 

Poor Jill from Pawtucket ... so sorely alone .. . 
Husband first left her ... now boyfriend is gone ... 
Electric banannas ... vibration non-stop ... 
Jack pounds himself harder, Jill leaves to shop. 
Then Goodsex and Guardian munch lettuce leaves, sip tea, 
And Poor I am seduced by celibacy. 

-J. Hancock 
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The Dare 
by Sally De Coninck 

Annie pulled the kitchen door closed behind her and tugged 
her mitten on as she stepped out onto the new snow. She stood 
a moment looking up at the hills that surrounded the little town. 
The top of the hill she was facing always looked to her like a 
woman lying on her side, head resting on her hands. Annie's 
gaze followed the shape of the arm to the elbow and then drifted 
down over the pine trees to the town itself. A thick coating of ice 
covered everything and long icicles hung from the eaves of the 
houses and the shops. Sunshine winking through the trees and 
sparkling on the new fallen snow turned the whole town into a 
fairyland for the little girl. The snow crunched softly under Annie's 
boots as she set off on her errand. 

The sun shown brightly but without warmth on Annie as she 
walked slowly down the street. She walked slowly for two reasons, 
one because she wanted to hold onto the fairyland feeling as long 
as possible. The other reason was her snowsuit. How she hated 
the snowsuit. She remembered standing in it in the store while 
her Mom and the saleslady clucked aod cooed over it agreeing 
it was ''such a beautiful creation, the likes of which they had never 
seen''. The snowsuit was maroon and gray with a bonnet like a 
baby's. Imagine ... a bonnet and Annie being 8 years old, practi
cally a lady, Papa said. But the worst part about the snowsuit was 
that is was big and bulky and she was always a little afraid that 
if she moved too fast it would twist around her and choke her 
whole body to death. 

Annie continued on her errand to the little post office. Just as she 
reached for the door knob she heard her name called and 
looked up, saw her friends motioning to her from the bridge 
beyond the hardware store next door. As she got closer she could 
her them teasing each other to walk the pipe that ran along the 
outside of the bridge. The pipe was approximately five inches in 
diameter and about a foot away from the bridge floor and 10 feet 
above the creek. The children often walked the pipe in summer, 
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hands raised over their heads to show daring. Now they started 
teasing Annie to walk it. Always ready to take a dare, she 
climbed down the rocks next to the bridge, only then noticing 
the ice on the pipe. Still, if she was careful, she could make it she 
was sure. 

Annie slowly and carefully stepped onto the pipe. At the same 
time she reached out to rest her rnittened hand on the bridge rail 
and took a second step. Now she was committed, she couldn't 
back up or she would surely fall. The other children began 
jeering, "Chicken Chicken, she's holding on". For some reason 
unknown to the little girl she had to prove the children wrong so 
she raised both hands over her head and quickly. .. too quickly, 
took three more steps and felt her foot slip down over the pipe 
away from the bridge. Hands reached out to her from the bridge 
rail too late ... she was falling ... 

She hardly felt the ice break under her, but the cold water took 
her breath away. The current pulled at her legs as she tried to hold 
onto the ice. She felt her boot pulling off but had no strength to 
hold it on and was afraid to struggle with it for fear of slipping 
under the ice. She felt scared and alone and so cold. 

Then strong hands gripped her shoulders. Mr. Chaffee, the 
owner of the hardware store, pulled her from the icy water and 
stood her on the bank. He ordered her to stand still while he 
retrieved her boot, then helped her back up to the street and 
yelled at her to ' 'git right home''. 

She looked around to find her friends but there was no sign of 
any children. No one to stand with her or walk home with her. 
She began to cry silently and walk the five or six hundred feet 
to her house. The street was cold and her snowsuit was getting 
stiff. She carried her boot with her shoe still in it and walked, sock 
footed, the longest walk she had ever taken in her life. 

As she neared the house she saw her mom open the door and 
knew Mr. Chaffee must have called and told her what hap
pened. Now she really began to cry, she was so cold, so very cold 
and there was no comfort in her mother's face. 

Her mom stripped off all the wet clothes and wrapped Annie, still 
shivering, in a warm blanket fretting all the while about foolish 
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children, and the shoe was ruined and didn't she know she could 
have drowned, and the suit, the beautiful snowsuit, would shrink 
and fade and never be the same. 

A warm bath, some dry clothes and a bowl of soup helped to 
revive Annie's spirits some but not for long. Moments later her 
father entered the room and she knew by his face that he too 
knew what she had done and a spanking would come next. It 
was unfair she thought, first a dunking, then getting hollered at 
by Mr. Chaffee and mom and now, adding insult to injury, a 
spanking. 

Much later, in her room when no more tears would come and 
she had gone over and over the events of the day, the meaning 
of her mother's words began to sink in .. .' 'ruined, the snowsuit is 
ruined, it will shrink and the color is already running." A slow 
smile tugged at the comers of her mouth, the hateful snowsuit was 
dead. 
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The Eatery 

We've got 
too many 
generals in this town 
and not enough 
of the variety 
to complain 
about the 
steak and eggs 
at the corner 
sleaze bag 
eatery. 
I don't mind 
if the steak sauce 
comes from London 
but I don't want 
to be eatin' 
someone's 
distant relative. 
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A Day In The City 

It's like 
excess fat 
getting in the way 
of those slim poets . 
The lines are like 
lean bacon 
you know 
you can have some 
and it's 
smiles 
all down the block. 
Today 
was a working day 
exporting 
what we do best. 
The deck was new. 
We had to peel off 
the cellophane 
and complain 
about the 
ugly green sailboats 
printed on the front 
of the cards. 
Everything 
is so strange 
for the first time 
like excess fat 
you don't know 
what to do with it. 
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Summer Again 

Let me 
fall in love 
with summer 
again. 
Let me in on 
the hidden profits 
because I know 
they're there. 
You don't think 
that a man 
reeling 
from a heavy dose 
could be left out ' 
of the rodeo 
at a time like this? 
No 
everybody 
gets their own towel 
this summer. 
Come to my island 
come to my 
hidden place. 
Switch into neutral 
before more oil 
is needed. 
Let me in 
to view those groceries 
of life 
that have accumulated 
and - oh - yes 
I have acquired 
an addiction for 
a fair consumption 
of fudgicles. 
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Oh, great spirit 
of manhole covers 
come forth 
and show me 
what you got 

The streets 
I have trod this summer 
each tell 
a different story. 

I walk 
I run 
but never fall through. 
Spirit of 
whittled cast iron 
and steel 
show your 
unifying force 
and give me 
free reign 
this summer. 
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The Trouble 

with finding yourself decades after everyone else 
is finding you've hit a gas line on your dig to China, 
coming up for air after diving, only to find the ship 
has sailed elsewhere, and you've been left gagging 
in some far off sea, heat breaking the light and no one 
sure you'll find your way. You're always returning from 
somewhere ... a dream perhaps at four A.M ... some loud noise 
you fear will wake the whole neighborhood. Sweat pours out 
from some one else's sleep. It's boring to guess consequences, 
a bit like saving old newspapers, trying to recollect if 
there 's anything you really have to read. In the dim habits 
of a life it's easy to disappear.. .a shirt sitting on 
its own tails, sleeves folding its own arms--
a collar trying to find a face it wants to frame. 

-H. Susskind 
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A Night At The Opera 

Just another smoky night 
Jack and me - sweetly buzzing 
Want to see and hoist more Buds, 
We work our way to the stage 
Our eyes cheap burned things 
Our knees buckle under a practiced sway. 
Brunette in black lace see-through teddy 
Asks if she could get us anything. 
(Is she kidding?!?) 
Says Jack - "When do you dance?" 
"Next" - "Great! Two Buds then." 

We watch our waitress dance. 
She glides across the stage to mirrored walls 
Assumes the position then grinds her smooth tan ass. 
She pushes off into a quick graceful spin 
Then with glorious marble legs spread 
sinks to the floor . 
Men leave their seats offering dollars 
Some with drunken giddiness 
Most step up like lustful penitents. 

I catch her watching herself; 
Her hair a shade of black that promises dark passion; 
Tight body glazed in the sweat that haunts 
men's dreams. I watch and am convinced 
She knows she is beautiful. 

-Charles Irving 
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Dawt1 Boiat1i 

by Scott Cole 

Fuzz has one of the slick cars up on the~lift. He shuffles beneath 
the rear-end, getting his good eye up close to see what is doing 
the rattling. He figures if he does not set it straight quick then he 
will just send it over to the main garage, where the real mechanics 
are. All Fuzz usually handles is odd-job work on the trade-ins, light 
maintenance before they go out on the lot. Mostly he changes 
oil and belts. Maybe he rotates some tires. But the main garage 
is so backed up that they've started parking the cars out here in 
front of the doll-up bay. That's why, when one of the slick new 
cars under warranty came back rattling, Mr. Raynor told Fuzz to 
give it a try. 

''Have a listen and see what you can see,'' the big boss said 
to one-eyed and half deaf Fuzz, who shook his head jerky, 
puzzled, like one of his lobes had come loose. 
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Fuzz is a ragged man; the hard edge of his surface tom and 
chipped, worn senseless. The grease-black skin of his hands, 
lighter across the palms, pokes up from gouges and cuts like the 
peel-off comers of decals. His fat fingers are thick-jointed, shaky 
and imprecise unless brought together; his grip remains un
impaired. These dependent fingers end with filthy nails, each split 
to the cuticle and lifting volcanic, a yellow gel of lava between. 
His nails started lifting like that after his second winter of scraping 
and brushing the fleet clear. By now they split and ooze year 
round, even in this August heat. Fuzz figures that it's not a doctor 
he needs, but a new set of fingernails . 

If you continue to tighten the plug in the oil pan of an 
automobile after it is sufficiently tight, you will feel through the 
wrench a dull snap. Its thread stripped, the plug can no longer 
be tightened but neither can it be easily removed from the pan. 
It remains, then, holding its vertical position yet easily turned in 
either direction, and usually the oil does not pulse out right away. 
Such was the acquisition of Fuzz's ambiguous position with Raynor 
Motors. Fuzz figures it was the simple passing of time, long garage 
days and short years, that was leaning on that wrench as much 
as anything else. 

He has been with Raynor Motors for so long that nobody 
remembers exactly what his job is. There is a general sense, here 
in the doll-up bay, that rough surfaces are Fuzz's territory. He is left 
to the undercarriages while the young guys cares~ the paint and 
dashboards, spot-shampoo the fluffy carpets. Fuzz has been here 
so long that nobody tells him much anymore, not even the old 
guy's son-in-law with his clipboard. Fuzz, who is smashed 
senseless by lunch time every day, does not get to hear the 
lectures on productivity because he has become like the tire 
machine or air compressor, firmly grounded and unaccountable. 
He has been here so long that he himself cannot imagine a song 
with a different tune. 

Had these tubes put in my ears back in sixty-eight to keep the 
fluid from building up in there. One of them caved in awhile later 
and messed my left ear up real bad. I remember thinking it was 
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earwax and going at it with a Q-tip until no doctor could help 
me out. The fluid keeps building up anyway in both ears, so I 
head in every six months to get it drained. My boy's got the same 
troubles. Took him in last year and had those tubes put in. 

So sounds come to me strange. Most sounds come dull, mud
dled, hard to figure out, like when Mr. Raynor comes out back 
like a storm cloud to tell me something about one of the slick cars. 
I hear him loud, it's the way he talks, but I can't make no sense 
of the words. So I nod my head real serious and wait till he 
thunders off, then I go ask one of the wash-up boys if he heard 
what the Big Guy said . Other sounds come to me all twisted up. 
The P.A. calls back for something and it sounds to me like an 
airplane taking off. Luckily, nobody expects me to move. When 
I let the lift down sometimes I notice the hissing air comes into my 
head in waves, not steady. It's the same at home. My children 
tell me things that make no sense, so I just smile. When it gets 
worse, though, is with my wife. Tammy'll say something, and I 
can tell by the way she looks that it's some ordinary thing like, 
··how was your day?'' but I can't make no sense of it. I can't say 
"~ood, good," in case she's asking what I want for dinner. We 
get tired of playing the 'what did you say?' game, so I just don't 
say no thin' back. 

It's funny how some sounds will come into my head clear and 
easy. At work I'll be poking aroung the garage and some song 
will come into my head. One day it was Aretha Franklin scream
ing, "R-E-S-P-E-C-T," and earlier today Clarence ~ arter started tell
ing rri.e about 'Patches' again. No static at all. Every word and 
instrument came into my head like before my ears 
closed up. Sometimes when this happens it stops me dead right 
where I'm standing. Other times, if I've had enough, I might start 
dancing right here in the garage. Nobody sees me. 

I hear a few other noises right, noises that everybody else can 
hear too. At night little Jessie can shake me up with one cry. I 
haven't heard fire engines or motorcycles at night in years, but 
one cry from my little girl can cut through all that junk in my head. 
Another sound I heard clear, one morning last week, was 
singing. It was a horrible sad singing, no words to it. At first I thought 
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it might be one of those songs inside my head, except I knew I 
had never heard this one before. When I leaned out the open 
window I knew the sound was real. I saw Tammy sprawled out 
on the sidewalk two stories below our bedroom, where she had 
landed. She was undressed but for her underwear and she was 
looking up at the sky over our apartment building. I grabbed a 
blanket off our bed and ran down to the street. 

''Tammy, it's okay baby,'' I said to her. I could see that her legs 
were all busted up. She had her fingers inside a sidewalk drain 
and was holding on tight. "Fuzz is right here, baby," 

''I know you are, Fuzz,'' my unhappy Tammy said, her head 
swaying spooky, "Now please take me to Fuzz." Then she said 
it again and again and each time I heard all the other words I 
had missed, heard them suddenly as loud and clear as the song 
my Tammy was singing. 

Noontime, Fuzz turns the garage into his personal parade with 
a pint of Domski. He pours it all down straight, follows it with a cone 
of water. Now he waits to hear some music in his head, but figures 
he's too impatient. So he takes a hard piece of rubber from his 
toolbox, jams it up between the tail pipe and frame of the slick 
car, sends it on its way. Pretty soon he will head down to the boiler 
room for a nap. He will think about all the things he has, like he 
does every afternoon. Today he starts thinking before he leaves 
his workbench, thinking about the pillow he has beneath the 
stairs and about how cool the boiler room is in the summertime. 
On a damp mattress beside the resting furnace, he ~ll think about 
how he has a stomach full of Domski, an easy job where he can 
nap and nobody notices, and beautiful children. He will think 
about how his wife is on her way slowly back to him. Right now 
all Tammy talks about is how Fuzz pushed her right our the 
window, but she will come around. Fuzz just lets it ride. He pretends 
that the things she says do not cut through the junk in his head. 
He knows you just have to let some things ride. She'll come around. 
She has to. Nobody ever really gets out of here for too long. 

Except the angry wash-up boys, blocking the stairs down to the 
boiler room, they figure they'll find a way out of here. They blast 
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their music and grow their hair long, pierce their ears. They 
screech tires as they jerk cars around the lot. In the bathroom they 
scribble angry messages on the walls : WHERE IS THE HOME OF 
THE GREASELESS REAM? ... RAYNOR MOTORS, RAYNOR MOTORS! 
They say, ''Man, I swear I'm gonna pull away from here so fast 
old stone-faced Raynor won't have time to kiss my ass goodbye!'' 
Their passion almost burns Fuzz when he just wants to get down 
the stairs and go to sleep. ''Man, I'm not gonna end up spendin' 
my whole life here like you, Fuzz, I swear,'' the wash-up boys say, 
angry like Fuzz is going to try and make them spend their lives 
like him. But soon they soften, slap Fuzz on the back. 

"Hey Fuzz," one of the wash-up boys says, "how come you 
shave all your hair off in the summertime?'' In a few seconds the 
boy shouts, his skinny neck straining red, ''Fuzz, I asked how come 
you shave all you hair off! " 

"Keeps me cool," Fuzz says, heading downstairs as an Otis 
Redding number begins to tickle the inside of his skull. "Keeps 
me cool, man." 
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Abstraction 

Vapors rise out of him 
and hover 
above my eyes, 

closed. 

My fingers dig to the side of his spine 
I remember the color 
of cardinals, 

so red. 

The cracks in the wall split 
making images of hands 
reaching out, 

to no one. 

That smell of cheap cigars 
returns to me 
quickly inhaling, 

so unexpectantly . 

Cherokee spears push up rapidly 
from my abdomen 
fighting resistance, 

trying to win the war. 

And then slowly 
he pulls away 
not wiping the beads of sweat, 

from his upper lip. 
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Retention 

You had to take my breath 
before you left, 
L wretching at your feet 
could not spit out discord. 
Only blood 
and the taste of what you ate 
before you bit my lip. 

Then you swallowed me. 

I did not notice the foam 
on your mouth, 
before you sucked me in, 
to that space of yours 
where you had control. 
Over me. 
You had it all in your pocket 
only inches away from something 
I would not touch. 
You asked 
but I hated you for doing it 
with a laughing sneer. 

I let you inside once, 
and I can't remember why. 

-Catherine Cigna 
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Ironic Redolence 

ail enamel 
has such a strong smell. 
If inhaled properly, 

it goes through you nose 
and down your throat. 

Swallowing just makes it linger, 
penetrate. 

You made a comment as soon as you walked 
in the door. 

I was still wet . 
I said sorry, 
next time you came 
I'd remember 
to disinfect. 

As absurd as it is 
you came last night 
and we came together. 

That smelled too, 
but you didn't mind that 

at all. 
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Florence Steiner 
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Florence Steiner 
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Editors Note: 
The artwork on the following page was to have 
been considered as a promotional poster for 
Professor David Smith's banned production of 
Pulitzer Prize winning play-wright David 
Mamet's "Sexual Perversity In Chicago." It is 
only one of many and it represents only a few 
of the hundreds of hours of work taken on by 
MCC students in addition to the weeks of 
extensive preparation undertaken by the crew 
and cast of the production and Professor Smith 
himself. Our intention in presenting it here is 
only to make a small attempt at preventing the 
actions of one man from rendering the hard 
work and commitment of many a total waste. 
Ed. 
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' 

-Friday April 3, 8pm; Saturday 
April 4, 8pm; Sunday April 5 at 2:30 

-MCC Theater FREE PARKING in 
lots F & E if possible. 

-$1.00 at the door & IN ADVANCE 
AT THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES DESK. 

-PRESENTED BY THE OEP~ OF 
SPEECH & THEATER ANO 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
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AND LUST 

IN THE U.S.A. 

Two one-acts: 
Sexual Perversity 

in Chicaoo 
by David Mamet and 

The Sand Castle 
by Lanford Wilson 

Mary f_pary 



Mary Leary 
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Brenda MacDonald 
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Little Faces 

Little egg-face, 
you scuttle across the side of morning 
aware in a mushroom perspective . 

Nothing's impossible in your total dependence 
pre-Freudian, oral fixation means only that hunger 
and dinner do not coincide. 

Blind to all but circadian existence 
you do not know how small your kingdom is 
how short the time you have is 

Bald you are, as you will be again 
little nose-picker, little explorer, 
little mass of indirect energy 

One day your kingdom too will pass 
you will dream older dreams 
hair will take temporary refuge on your scalp 

I will miss the linoleum squeek of you 
when you go to crackling leaves 
when time has made you short again. 

Crest-rider, storm-rider, you are burning 
but the hurly - burly won't endanger you, 
not you, pool of genes, miracle of flesh and spirit, 
nephew. 

- Cynthia Anderson 
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Too long driving 

The coffee spilled yesterday still hadn't dried and 
I felt its chill dampness seep through my jeans. 
I though it had run down the crease to the floor 
but it hadn't. 
Stuffing had pushed through a wound in the fabric and 
managed to trap a fair amount there, so in it I sat: 
wet-bottomed, with nothing to do but fold up the news 
to sit on an promise myself a new plastic seat. 
The one-station radio wheezed out a song 
from a far away place and I played 'Name That Tune' 
with the notes that weren't squelched. 
It was fun for a while but didn't work well 
with the weather report, so I offed the confusion 
and thought of the road. 
and thought of the road. 
and thought of the road. 

Consider the road: 
They all look alike if you don't know their ends. 
They're black and they're flat and they let you go fast 
so you whiz down the highway with nose to the wind 
and say to yourself: 
'My. I am moving.' 
But it's all just illusion: reflections of clouds 
that you see in the concrete five miles down the road 
on a heat-wavy day. 

-Phyllis Dreywood 
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-
There Are Days I Feel Quite Sure 

There are days I feel quite sure 
That if an angel lit into my brain 
She would perish like a butterfly 

Trapped in a mayonnaise jar with 
Cotton-balls soaked in nail-polish remover. 
(Cub-Scout Manual butterfly death-trap.) 

Tiny wings desperately pumping faster 
And faster right up to their shuddering 
Holy halt-then at rest in unmolested death. 

And I would fish her out, perfect still, and spread 
Her wings and nail them with hat-pins 
To tiny mounting-blocks for display. 
On other days I cannot be so sure. 

-Bill Vanness 
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Underground 

Banished 
to the cellar 
a whole generation 
Not the lost generation 
flower generation Pepsi 
generation 
The cellar generation 

But no longer a cellar 
through brilliant drop
ceiling carpet old couch 
disguise 
The Rec-Room 
Down we went 
without 
protest 

Tom Kendall's cellar 
cub-scouts 
Mrs. Kendall den-mother 
A cellar grown-up 
the only one 
From the cellar 
grown-ups were shouts 
or raps on the floor 
above your head 
the records are too loud 
Or towering figures at the top 
of the steps silhoutted 
against bright kitchen 
window sunlight above 

Seven years old first kiss 
Lisa Barton's cellar 
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Soggy carpet and 
wallpaper flowers 
And the ceiling so low 
like all the cellars no 
way around it 
coming down 
on top of you 
Claustrophobic 
fluorescent 
hum 

Nine years old 
pictures of a 
naked girl 
Pages ripped 
from a skin 
magazine 
"Kim, A Modern Woman" 
hurries home from demanding 
career to rip 
off her clothes 
and un-focus 
her eyes 
lips peeled back from her 
teeth like the face of a 
pygmy tied to a 
National Geographic 
anthill 
Pictures of Kim 
still rotting 
somewhere over the 
ceiling in my cellar 
stashed there a dozen 
years ago 

Twelve years old first 
beer Karl Davidson's cellar 
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Lop-sided pool-table 
walls the color of mold 
but painted that way 
and floor maroon painted 
with flaking dried blood 
Whose? 
Two weeks later liquor 
and washing vomit from 
paintbloodcolored floor 

Sixteen first joint 
the birthday of the 
christian world happy 
one-thousand-nine-hundred 
and eighty world 
Kevin and Todd Cornell's 
cellar soft carpet real 
furniture level pool-table 
even bar 
Locked: the bar 
Stolen: the key Todd holds 
to it 
But better 
the funny hand rolled cigarettes 
with their strange thick aroma 
How strange below the ground 
on crinkly leather couch with 
sticky sweet clutching smoke 
hanging over like a halo dipped 
in paint-thinner and starting 
to dissolve 

And no-one bothering the 
kids in the cellar 
Grownups gone to parties 
of their own 
No harm done 
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Bar all locked 

Still sixteen 
Cheryl Pickering naked 
on the couch in her cellar 
with Pickering Parents 
watching TV 
over our heads 
I am a virgin for two 
more years and a different 
girl 
but 
Cheryl is still the first 
and my bed is still in 
that cellar 
Too much sex spent waiting 
for discovery and punishment 
from above 
a silent release and 
the waiting for footsteps 

-Bill VanNess 
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11:59 
by Jon Hockenbury 

FREDA 

Freda is in her mid-twenties and lives alone in a small apart
ment in an old section of an old city. She has no relatives because 
she had no childhood and no friends because she doesn't believe 
in the existence of other people. Everyday she walks to work past 
people who jeer at her because she ignores them. Everyday 
Freda rises about 9: 00 AM and contemplates the conditions of 
both her life, and the situation of those living around her. She can 
no longer ignore the people in the neighborhood because she 
is frightened of them, and tear imposes and presupposes contact, 
which is the one thing she is most afraid of. 

They're out there again, whispers Freda. She looks out the 
window of her apartment as punks with back dated long hair 
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and buck knife biker wallet pockets gather with loud radios. They 
are busy shouting at each other as they slowly parade down the 
street wearing tank tops, tattoos exposed. Every day she walks 
past these people who jeer at her because she dismisses them. 
Freda doesn't want them to find out she thinks she's better than 
they are. Nor does she want them to learn that, subconsciously, 
she wants to be wild like them. She is unaware of this . It is part 
of her complex . She is afraid she can't make it. 

And she fears one the most. He has long blond hair, a smooth 
hairless face with cheeks in the permanent blush of vulgar 
innocence and a well-shaped, thick-limbed body lengthening 
from childhood to hard adolescence. She finds it hard to look at 
him because combined with his raw beauty she sees a bestial 
guiltlessness so adaptive to survival that she understands it to be 
intelligence itself. Freda, on the other hand, learned to think as 
an art history major in college. There she learned well because 
she was unafraid of making mistakes. She was oblivious to 
people and got on very well with information. People aren't 
logical, don't follow defined patterns of behavior, aren't pre
dictable. She cursed them. 

Sitting at her tiny kitchen table overlooking THE STREET, Freda 
drags a fingertip through her henna-red-brown hair short with 
chop marks, very hip, expensive. She chews the nail then dabs 
it with polish. It never gets a chance to dry. 

In less than an hour Freda must be at work in an expensive 
candy shop in a fashionable section of town a few blocks away. 
She will have to walk through the grittiest, most crowded streets 
to get there. Her anxiety level begins to rise as she imagines the 
walk to work. 

The sidewalks can be cracked and tipped at odd angles. 
Where they meet the buildings there's a permanent gutter of 
debris, bottle caps, worn out paper, wind swept cinders, 
sometimes water. The buildings rise up three or four stories on both 
sides of THE STREET. Frustrated young mothers, brats and old 
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people lean out the windows, coarse voices shouting. Gray and 
red brick canyon. Below a boy lunges at another with raised stick. 
His long hair makes him look violently masculine despite ado
lescent baby skin. The other boy rocks back on engineer boot 
heels, screams in joy. A crowd of teens circles them unafraid, 
shrieking with laughter. 

Two men stand in the doorway of a laundromat in shirtsleeves, 
faces lined, tattoos faded. One elbows the other in admiration 
of Freda's sex, recalling moments of hideous reptile satisfaction. 
He smooths back his hair: dead eyes cut to Freda who stumbles. 
Self conscious, she notices a new hitch in her walk . 

She passes a boy in an apron kicking two empty boxes out of 
a door into an alley. They settle in a puddle of oily water. It hasn't 
rained in three days. 

A pregnant teenage girl struts on the arm of her boyfriend. He 
wears her proud like a lusty, obedient pet. To Freda she is a perfect 
mixture of lush sensuality and nascent motherhood, pretty with 
wide mouth and small scar below her right eye. Sensing that 
Freda feels insecure in her own femininity, she laughs ' 'Look at 
that bitch,'' as Freda passes. 

Freda sees her boss waiting at the shop, he checks the inven
tory again, looks at the clocks. His movements are quick yet stiff, 
his dry skin soft and wrinkled like old paper money. He asks Freda 
to come in a back room. Before she does, Freda feels resentment, 
tastes yellow bile and tears. 

Across the street three youths and two small children sit on the 
floor of a smelly apartment watching TV. One boy does periodic 
bong hits while the baby smears trench onion dip on the 
telephone. 

FREDA: When the kids grow up, they will come to find (like I did, 
I can't bear to think) they will need to make money to get the ever 
increasing dose of things-they-need to make like satisfying. They 
will have to work to get it (I have to work to get it). 

Freda passes into the back room followed by the boss. Across 
the street a boy and girl fuck without birth control on a soiled 
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mattress below a poster of Jim Morrison. The boss's breath is bad 
and his hands are sweaty on Freda's shoulder. His image speaks: 

BOSS: The only way outside of fairy tales through which 
Americans have ever attempted to enrich their lives is 
materialism. (Freda squirms in horror.) I said look at me. Look at 
how I live, see my house, my car, my wife, my kids. I'm a big 
success. (Freda plans her escape.) 

FREDA: Don't use me. Use the kids. Put them to work, not me. 
BOSS: Why not you? (whispers confidentially) You can move up 

quickly, 
FREDA: No. Don't consume me. Use the others. I'll show you how. 
Before she can convince him, Freda is on THE STREET below 

Brooklynesque brownstones. She feels the grab on her w.rist, turns 
aghast. It's the blond boy, the one she is most frightened of. He 
seems to scowl at her. Then his face smooths out into rich silent 
liquid, his eyes soundless wells of brown sadness. He becomes an 
angel boy, a seraph. 

FREDA: (to boss) They stay rock and roll rebels at heart, even 
though they're slaves now, they gotta make the money all the 
time, every week. They hang on because that's the best way to 
delude themselves that·they are still free and wild, when really 
they're just pitiful matter junkies like the rest of us. Sultry summer 
doorway: The seraph boy puts his arms around Freda, one hand 
low, his fingers tenderly reach the crack of her ass. She gently 
strokes a tear out of his eye. Her boss offers to show her how to not 
only sell but make the candy and his knee pushes her dress up. 
She blinks, he disappears, cut to seraph boy: w.ith infinite sadness 
and patience he waits while she guides his penis inside her, 
protecting him. Slowly they fuck, weeping w.ith reverential ecstasy, 
shielded from THE STREET in a chrysalis of cotton candy, When 
it's over they walk off together in a damp evening mist. 

11:05. Freda is alone in her kitchen. Such things are impossible, 
she figures, blinking off the fantasy and dabbing her fingernail 
again with polish. She wants nothing more right now than to not 
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have to walk the streets to work. 
FREDA: I wish I didn't have to live in this neighborhood, but 

there's no place else. Sometimes I wish I didn't have to go out and 
face the world every day. 

I want to live in three rooms forever. Room one I'll call THE MIND. 
I think . I love to read and write and think. I don't care about 
any1hing as long as I have a typewriter, cheap paperbacks, 
coffee, time and peace and quiet. 11:06. Time you get by not 
doing any1hing but what you want. I hate the candy shop. 

(Freda can't make her own work, writing, pay. She wants to give 
up her life to something. Such things are impossible. She has no 
past, therefore no future. Her present is a ticking clock .) 

I'll call room two DETATCHMENT. You can't live with people 
unless you adopt some of their values. Otherwise, you are con
stantly in occupied territory. You can't achieve the life of the mind 
without detachment. You will go counter to what everyone 
believes once you begin to think. You will feel your death daily 
once you begin to feel. After awhile it will be impossible to live 
with people, which means to exist within the economic sphere 
everybody's working in. Llke me in that fucking candy shop. You 
will be a spy. Slowly you will betray yourself with every move. You 
will begin to go mad. You will not be able to go through with it. 
(Freda is at the peak of agitation. She realizes she is lecturing 
herself again. She storms about the room wringing her hands, 
accenting her monologue with flying books, kicks the telephone. 
She puts the phone back in place, stares at the dial, expects to 
see the face of her boyfriend Matt vacationing in North Carolina. 
Instead she sees the seraph boy, smells his skin, feels his 
heartbeat.) 

There is another room, room three, I know of it from art history
DEPRNATION. In order to not go crazy, you will need to stay away 
from the socio-economic system that makes you a prisoner. You 
will learn how to make do with less. You will find that you can 
live on very little. This will please you at first. You will feel free for 
awhile. (Outside, young mother in THE STREET sings to baby who 
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stares up at Freda in the window, looks down heart freezes a 
little.) Then you will realize you are like the rest of the people. You 
need diversion. You need exercise. You want joy. You need 
release, illusion, you can't live totally the life of the mind. If you 
try you will end up like Nietzsche. This you cannot afford to do. 
Nietzsche lived in three rooms too, usually one at a time. 
Nietzsche had bad eyes but wanted to write anyway, so he waited 
until they were good and wrote until he couldn't see anymore, 
usually about ten hours. His room was littered with papers . He 
never edited anything out of his books so all his social life was 
in them along with his great thoughts. His feelings and irrational 
side that were never expressed in ordinary relations spilled out 
to drive many more people crazy than necessary. People can be 
driven crazy by money, sex, sense contact (or deprivation), 
silence. We want to escape. The matter junkie tries to do it throught 
things or objects, and the three-roomer by self-denial. None of 
it works. 

(Tiny children rattle imprisoned in playpens without any toys, 
husks of our adult skins trapped within our boundaries, sealed 
by dried-up tears.) 

11 : 11 . Freda settles down into herself in a moment of depression 
becoming resolve. She must get up, get ready, go out, walk THE 
STREET past the laundromat, the pizza joint, the doorways, the 
vulgar boys and bitchy girls. She catches her look in the mirror 
and flinches: she realizes she's uptight despite hip hairdo, clothes 
and act. Her soul has not yet risen to the look of abandon she has 
selected. 

I am lonely. I am frightened. I want control. The boss makes com
ments about my body. The customers are rude. I am frightened . 
I want control. I love my boyfriend because I need to. I can make 
him think anything I want. I control his mind by telling him what 
to think all the time. There is no love this way. I am unwilling to 
accept any. I am lonely. 
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THE SERAPH BOY SPEAKS 

SERAPH BOY: There's this chick I want to meet. I think she's older 
than me. She acts kinda snooty. I don't think she's from around 
here. I feel she's like my mother. 

I never had a mother, never had no parents. Parents are 
supposed to protect their kids. I never had anyone to protect me. 
Wasn't fair. I never see my mother anymore. I can't reme,mber 
what she looks like. Or at least when I try, I get nothing, not even 
a picture in my mind. 

With this one it's the same way. When I see her walking on the 
street, she doesn't look real. I mean, do people really come on 
that way, ignore everybody, like they have no feelings? The chicks 
around here, the prance when they got it. But this one, no, she's 
cool, she don't want no guys looking at her. Dress real strange 
too, like those artsy chicks from over Park Avenue. 

I don't want to let the guys see me with her because she's not 
one of us, and I gotta stay in with them or I won't be able to hang 
in the neighborhood no more. And I got nobody to look after me. 
My mother ain't nothing but a ghost. I wish I could get a job, make 
some money. Maybe if I had money I could get that hip red
haired woman to help me. 

I keep wondering what it's like up in that apartment of hers. 
I go by in time to see her go in. Sometimes I look up and see her 
in the window. She looks out over the street, and ducks in when 
I shout at her. Maybe she has fancy things, like paintings on the 
walls. She must have pretty things and be surrounded by plants 
and colorful objects. 

She looks nervous. Maybe she's sad. Maybe plants and paint
ings and objects help to forget sadness. I'll bet it's quiet in there. 
Maybe that helps her. It's always noise where I am-street noise, 
people yelling cranking rock and roll. All my life I live with noise. 
I never know myself that way. Noise prevents knowing and helps 
me forget everything I remember. 

I-like rock and roll. Noise measures time. I love noise. With noise 
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you have no past, because noise only goes forward. Where my 
mother sits it 's quiet . She must remember everything. I'm getting 
lost in knocked-over ashcans sounds garbage truck promenade 
every morning wake up before birds the one time I can't sleep 
(birds are creatures of nature therefore unnatural to our way ot 
life) babies cry cars light up the tires doors slam switch to night 
sirens police car traffic trucks and busses push the edge of dreams 
awake all electric fears condense to glowing white points like TV 
screens blank them out and I run out into the night save me save 
me I forget & it's over. 

11 :59 
Freda 's wait to walk to work is over. She leaves the apartment 

and enters THE STREET. 
Basic contradictions between Nietzsche's desire to combine 

good and evil to form a more fully human being and his in
ability to extricate himself from his three-room existence appear 
before Freda as an icy wedge driven through her own 
consciousness. 

The hot late morning sun drives away all cool reflection, all 
passionless thought existence. 

(names are limiting identifyers) 

Freda sees the figure of the seraph boy approaching. She 
dosen't know his name. 

FREDA: I don't want to know your name. Names are limiting 
identifyers. 

SERAPH BOY: I've seen you, I know YOU. 
FREDA: Yes, you know me. You know fear. You know the sound 

of fear. I am silence. I will protect you. 
SERAPH BOY: You must protect me from my fear of quiet. You must 

help me to understand quiet. 
FREDA: You must help me understand noise. 
SERAPH BOY: You must promise to be my mother, my father, and 
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myself to me. I have no memory, only the sound of NOW. 
FREDA: You must teach me the sound of NOW. 
He takes out his long dangly cross earring and gives it to Freda . 

She puts it in her right ear. 
FREDA: I want to live honestly and the truth is in my flesh. 
Together they disappear into THE STREET at noon. 
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Nancy Malone 
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The Seventh Sense 

My mind disconnects 
Rising up and out--
A dream, a drug, or death? 
My own voice, I hear 
Rushing like water 
Through my ears. 
My heart is as silent 
As a stone 
Beneath the earth. 
My breathing is the wind 
Passing through black branches 
Of bare trees. 
My limbs are unassembled 
My molecules sparkle 
Separating and dissolving-
I've become the air. 
I catch the clouds 
Sipping the lake's surface 
Like a family of swans. 
The grass runs quickly 
Falling in rows 
As I approach. 
I rush in torrents 
Over the thick leaves 
I can feel the growth of trees 
In my feet. 
There is another sense 
Were the eyes non-existent, 
Vision 
Would be a myth. 
How then, could they perceive 
The heightening sensation? 
They, who are not equipped 
To experience 
The Seventh. 

-Amy Knorr 
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The Incubus 

Slowly submerging 
into a black sea, 
dead on the surface 

alive in the dream. 
Sitting and listening 
I hear that you 
went through 
with it, 
You're now removed-
you went out. 
Later I find 
your clothes, a puddle 
your dog 
the last you spoke to. 
You are no longer 
Human 
your brain shattered 
by lead. 
Unexpected tears 
singe my skin and eyes 
boiling in a soup of red. 
That empty black desk, 
no air or shadows 
surround it . 
Then like an icy breeze, 
your spirit passed through me 
you entered my 
mind, 
and showed me 
what it 's like 
to die . 
You had to 
Catch 
my breath, 
before it 
nearly smashed. 
You went out of me 
before I could escape 
in You. 

My eyes locked into yours today. 
I wanted to rush your way, 

Then your face became a stranger's 
And I could no longer remember 

Why. 
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The House Of The Ruptured Thoughts 

Looking up into her 
bruised, undiscerning 
eyes, like a battered puppet's 
Plastic lids half closed 
Toothless mouth hanging 
open I enter. 
Swallowed py the darkness 
white faces, resembling mine 
free-floating on black-filled 
atoms, constructing the air. 
Children, hunched, howling, 
eyes, widened, blind. 
Screams I know are mine 
fly out like arrows 
regurgitating, from my gut. 
The air's a mouldy sponge 
molecule by molecule 
sucking me in. 
This hallway hangs endlessly 
draped in oil-coated webs, 
falling and wrapping around me 
like the lace of a vampire . 
My hair and black dress 
whips 'round in gusts 
of stangling torrents. 
I'm passed into a vacuum, 
where suddenly I see him 
blue-faced and dead. 
His eyes staring 
and seeing nothing, 
lips moving to melted words. 
My heart, a bomb, explodes 
spraying the walls with blood 
My eyes, bone dry and stiff 
rip their lids that close. 
A window with black curtains 
like arms, waving to me 
beckoning me, to die. 
I tum for the stairs. 
Banshees moan and wail, 
as children chant my name 

· and the claws of men scratch my skin. 
I push through mud-filled trees 
through her moist, fleshy lips 
she spits me into the street . 
Wickedly permanent on the hill, 
she'll be waiting for me 
when I visit, again. 
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45 Cracks In The Ceiling 

Were I in the mood, 
I could catch the bus downtown 
sit on the curb 
and push all of my money 
down through the grates 
of the sewer. 
If I felt like it, 
I could get a pair of sissors 
cut diamond-shapes in the curtains 
cut my bangs completely off. 
I could grab a knife from the kitchen 
stab the neighbor's cat 
and look at it's intestines 
under a magnifying glass. 
I could throw eggs--shells and all 
into the carburetor 
of my mother's car 
and pour syrup on the battery 
and pretend pixies did it . 
If I were feeling radical, 
I could take my favorite records 
and throw them like frisbees 
into the windows 
of the house across the street . 
I could rip off the arm 
of the stereo, and plant it 
in a flower pot. 
When I used to babysit, 
I'd use all of my strength 
to stop myself from shaving 
off the child's hair 
and sticking it in the microwave 
as an experiment. 
When the people I like 
speak to me, 
I often wonder what's keeping me 
from digging my nans into their eyes 
and ripping them out. 
Everytime I look 
at the bars on my windows, 
I keep asking myself 
why I don't just paint them 
to look like candy-canes 
and tell the nurse to eat them 
when she comes in. 
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Breathing The Fall Out 

The flames are shaped 
like pain 
as I envisioned it 
as a child . 
Spirits lift out 
of my coffee, dissolving 
into the chilled air. 
Frost crawls 
like ivy, around 
the edges 
of our windows. 
I think of christmas. 
I think of walking 
home from school 
endlessly, blindly 
as snow flies 
like birds, or hands 
into my eye-lashes. 
Men we know of 
but never see 
are planning our destruction 
as little sculptures 
of shaved ice 
fall out of the sky 
and collect, covering 
the petrified earth. 
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Notes From The Emergency Room 

I don't have anything to write but 
This typewriter was sitting here 
Black and squat and intimidating 
Almost daring me to write 
Like a 6 year old 
Inviting me to walk across the top of the jungle gym 
I slipped 
And banged my chin 
Damn near broke my neck 
And I thought I'd never breathe again 
But I did I went on to 
Fall off plenty of jungle gyms 

-Peter Byrne 
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Redheaded Chaperone 

Once I went to kiss my lover 
And our redheaded chaperone burnt the rug 
We reacted quickly, disengaging 
But the hole was still there 
In the rug 
I put my finger in it 
In disbelief 

A brown skinned Basilican 
In white robe 
Face fire-red with 
Righteous indignation 
And promise of cruelty borrowed 

Not from Sister Francine's broken 
Pointers and fistsful of 
Freshly harvested hair; 
From an earlier cruelty 
With involuntary electric jerk 
Followed by pustulating bum blister 
And stench of crackling hair 

Thus intimitdated 
We surrender to hellfire sermons 
Until 

Morality erodes and we smash his head 
Against the stained-glass ashtray 
And render him silent 
Or let him watch and smolder 
In his cup of ashes 
On a February Wednesday 
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